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Vigilance

Introduction - Vigilance organization plays a vital role in 
the area of management in the Railways. Its role is to ensure that 
management decisions at all levels are taken in accordance with 
extant rules and procedures and in an objective and transparent 
manner. 

Vigilance working has four facets: (i) Preventive Vigilance 
(ii) Participative Vigilance (iii) Punitive Vigilance and (iv) Pro-
active Vigilance.

Preventive Vigilance

In the area of preventive vigilance, the aim is to prevent  y
irregularities through improving the knowledge level of 
staff and officers, making systems more transparent and 
predictable, enhancing the use of technology in decision 
making and creating greater awareness among the public 
about corruption. Some steps which have been taken in 
this direction are:

To distribute educative literature in the form of vigilance  �
bulletins

Suggesting modifications in systems to make it more  �
responsive, predictable and transparent

Adopting Leveraging Technology in decision-making  �
to make process more transparent and reduce the role 
of discretionary powers

Conducting campaign through print and electronic  �
media bringing out the role of public at large in curbing 
corruption.

Other steps Taken by Vigilance to reduce corruption: y

Intensified checks at reservation offices, booking  �
counters, parcel and goods booking offices and other 
such offices which deal with the public not only by 
Vigilance Organization but also by the senior officers 
of the concerned departments.

Keeping a watch on the working of officials of doubtful  �
integrity.

Stringent exemplary action against those found guilty  �
of corruption.

LCD television for display  of train timing 
and other passenger information at a 
station on South East Central Railway
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Educating and training of middle level and senior level  �
officers in the matter of tenders and contracts.

Efforts being made for legally empowering Railway  �
Protection Force for taking action against touts and 
unauthorized travel agents. Till then, a greater liaison 
with the Civil Police Administration (GRP) is being 
maintained.

Prevent Leakage of revenue by conducting special  �
drives in mass contact areas, accountal and disposal 
of scrap, detecting undercharges on account of 
overloading, leasing of SLRs etc. in Traffic Commercial 
Department, Passenger Reservation Luggage, Parcel 
Bookings, Trains, Catering and Settlement of claims. 

Intensified checks are being done regarding quality  �
control of various works being executed on Railways.

75% of Vigilance cases emanate out of Preventive  �
Vigilance checks conducted on regular basis. CTE wing 
of the Central Vigilance Commission also conducts 
inspections.

Tender documents are being put on the website. �

Tender papers are made available at more than one  �
place.

Dropping of tenders are allowed at more than one  �
place.

Strength of Inquiry Officers has been increased by  �
including serving officers in the panel. Vigilance 
inquiries have been made more remunerative by 
increasing the honorarium paid to the Inquiry Officers. 
This is helping in expeditious finalization of inquiry 
cases.

The e-mail ID of Vigilance Officers is available on  �
Indian Railways website. Public is being encouraged 
to lodge complaints through e-mail.

Raising awareness of vigilance through publicity  �
campaign and launching intensive drives for enhancing 
the knowledge of officials at field level.

System Improvement – In 2012, as many as 43 suggestions  y
for improvement of systems made by vigilance organization 
were accepted by the concerned departments and policy 
guidelines were issued. Some of the notable system 

Simulative test on solidification cracking
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improvements implemented in different departments are 
as under:

Civil Engineering Department

In view of CVC’s concern on adoption of ‘Two  y
Packets System’ of Tendering in works contracts and 
recommendations on the subject based on PCEs’/CAOs’ 
Conference; Board has decided to introduce a new Clause 
7A to Part-I of IR’s existing General Conditions of Contract 
(GCC) on ‘Two Packet System of Tendering.' Accordingly,

For all works contract tenders requiring techno- �
economic evaluation, ‘Two Packet System’ of tendering 
shall be the norm as far as possible. 

However, for all works contract tenders valuing  �
more than Rs. 10 crores, ‘Two Packets System’ shall 
mandatorily be followed, except in cases where it 
is decided by an executive officer not below HAG 
level, for reasons to be recorded in writing and 
with the concurrence of FA&CAO, that it would be 
advantageous to follow ‘Single Packet System’. 

For tenders valuing upto Rs.10 crore, decision to adopt  �
‘Two Packets System’ shall be taken by the tender 
inviting authority with the concurrence of Associate 
Finance, keeping in view the guiding principle laid 
down in Item-1 above. 

It was found that drawings were not being prepared/ y
approved before execution for major repair works in one 
of the zonal railways. Necessary system improvement has 
been put in place.

Provision for Display Board at the Project/Work place has  y
been made in one of the zones indicating name of work, 
Contractor’s name, Estimated Cost of Work, date of start 
of work and date of completion, with Vigilance help line 
number as well as departmental officer’s name, to whom 
a complaint can be addressed. The System improvement 
has been implemented in one of the zonal railways.

Traffic & Commercial Departments

To prevent the malpractice in the booking of Tatkal tickets  y
such as blocking of seats by touts/agents in fictitious names 
and age groups, amendments made in the Tatkal scheme 
such as.

Composite Brake Blocks being 
manufactured at Mysore Workshop alone 
on IR 
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ARP (Advance reservation period) reduced to one  �
day. Timings for tatkal ticket changed from 8.00 am 
to 10.00 am.

Restricted tatkal ticket booking for e-ticket agents  �
and RTSAs between 10.00 am to 12.00 pm.

Original ID cards made compulsory for booking. �

Duplicate ticket will be issued in exceptional cases  �
on payment of full fare.

No refund will be granted on cancellation of  �
confirmed tickets.

Vacant berths in extra coaches to clear rush should  �
first accommodate general waiting list passengers 
and thereafter Tatkal waiting list to avoid misuse of 
Tatkal waiting list by unscrupulous elements.

To enable the passengers to locate the ticket checking staff  y
on duty and for seeking assistance easily or otherwise, 
their names are displayed on the Reservation charts. 

To stop the bulk transactions in the PRS by booking  y
operators by pre-programming of passenger details using 
function keys during opening hours, time limit has been 
fixed for issuing reserved tickets through PRS and software 
modification has been done to prevent pre-programming 
of passenger details.  

Carrying ID proof has been made mandatory for all  y
passengers travelling on reserved accommodation for all 
classes to prevent travelling on transfer of tickets, blocking 
the berths on fictitious names and selling them to the 
passengers in need at a premium. 

The bedroll charges have been included in the fare  y
of Garibrath express trains to avoid complaints from 
passengers regarding excess charging for bedroll, non 
issuance of receipts by the coach attendant in lieu of 
bedroll supplied on payment to the passenger etc thereby 
causing loss of Railway revenue. 

Based on the information from a zonal railway, it was  y
found that certain trains with primary maintenance over 
the railway were running with 2AC passenger coaches 
with 48 berths while only 46 berths have been defined 
for computerized reservation in the PRS of one of the 
zonal railways for all the originating trains. The matter 

Development of a Hydraulic Press at 
Mysore Workshop, South Western Railway 
for dismantling and assembling the bolster 
of LHB bogie
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was taken up with the concerned departments to identify 
such coaches running in the Railway System. Accordingly 
32 such coaches were identified and advice was given to 
incorporate 2 extra berths in the PRS system at the time of 
preparation of final chart so that the extra berths may be 
allotted to the RAC/Wait Listed passengers. Simultaneously 
advice has also been given to all the zonal railways to 
ensure such feeding for these coaches. 

The system of management of Bank Guarantee on  y
Western Railway was missing in commercial contracts. In 
order to streamline the system, system improvement was 
suggested to ensure legal vetting, verification and safe-
custody of Bank Guarantee with Associated Accounts and 
the same has been implemented.  

Personnel & Accounts Departments

A system improvement on the aspect of timely submission  y
of imprest bill vouchers to associate finance by the 
executives pertaining to special cash imprest as detailed 
below has been suggested by zonal vigilance to all PHODs 
in one of the zones.

 “For the accountal of special imprest cash, the executive 
who has drawn the cash shall submit the bill vouchers 
to the associate finance for the settlement of the imprest 
cash drawn within 30 days, failing which recovery shall be 
initiated by associate finance against the executive who 
has drawn the imprest cash”

From time to time, complaints are being received with  y
allegation regarding manipulation of Annual Confidential 
Report (ACRs) of the candidates in promotion to selection 
post. As a result some candidates are alleged to get 
favours. During investigation of a case, it was found 
that ACRs of some of the candidates who qualified the 
written examination were not available and were probably 
written for the corresponding period subsequently. Under 
such circumstances, it may not be possible for controlling 
officers to write such ACRs in an objective manner. In view 
of this, the following system improvement was suggested;

 “Writing of ACR for the eligible employee in a regular 
manner should be done as per extant rule. Besides 
whenever selection is to be held it should be ensured that 
ACR of a candidate found eligible for written examination 

Inauguration of a Wall Mural at the historic 
Chennai Central Railway station to mark 
the commencement of its 140th year on 
24.04.2012
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should be available before written examination is 
conducted.”

A system improvement has been implemented in one  y
of the Zonal Railways wherein declaration of age of 
spouse of Railway employees along with photograph in 
service records was made mandatory for the purpose of 
pensionary benefits.

A check was conducted to verify the remittance of postal  y
order received by RRBs. The postal orders received with 
the applications of candidates are normally remitted 
without reconciling with the number of applications 
received and the documents in this regard maintained by 
RRBs do not provide any details. Hence it was conveyed 
to the authorities concerned to incorporate the following 
details for proper accountal for system of remitting postal 
order.

The document of remittance of postal order may be  �
maintained Employment Notice-wise.

The total number of applications received against  �
each employment notice.

The number of applications rejected due to non- �
availability of postal orders and due to any other 
reason.

The number of candidates eligible for concession and  �
the amount of concession.

The total number of candidates required to submit the  �
postal order.

Total amount received through postal order. �

It should also be ensured that the hall tickets should not  �
be issued to the candidates who have not submitted 
the required postal order.

Medical Department

A system improvement regarding analysis and classification  y
of medicines has been implemented in one of the Zonal 
Railways. Every hospital should receive offer from different 
laboratories for getting the medicines analyzed by the 
panel of laboratories formed by Medical Deptt.

A system improvement regarding adoption of procedure  y
while issuing ‘sick and fit’ certificate by Medical Practitioner 

3rd All Indian Railways Cub Bulbul Utsav, 
2013, Bilaspur, South East Central 
Railway
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on contract and proper filling of counter foil of sick/
fit certificate indicating diseases thereon under his own 
handwriting has been implemented.

Stores Department

Contract Agreements y

It has been observed that the copies of the contract 
agreement and allotment letters are not being sent to Associate 
Finance/Accounts. As a result it is not possible for the Accounts 
office to have a proper check of accountal and remittance of 
contractual earnings. In order to have a proper check on the 
acountal and remittance of contractual earnings it has been 
advised to send the copies of the following to Accounts office 
for their information-

Allotment letters of the Earning Contracts �

Agreement of the Earning Contracts �

Extended contract Agreement in case of extension of the  �
contract

Bank Guarantee y

In this regard, instructions have been issued to the effect 
that the following steps should be scrupulously followed in 
case of Bank Guarantees submitted by the parties as a Security 
Deposit in Earnings contract to safeguard the Railway’s interest 
in case of default of contracts, proper System for maintenance 
and safe custody of BG and to arrest any fraudulent 
practices-

Authenticity of Bank Guarantee should invariably be  �
confirmed from the issuing Banks.

All the Bank Guarantees should be sent for legal vetting. �

All the Bank Guarantees should be sent to Accounts for  �
safe custody and maintenance

Timely renewal and encashment of Bank Guarantees to  �
be ensured

Above System Improvement has been implemented.

Based on a preventive check, a system improvement  y
was conveyed to inform about the rejection of materials 
on technical grounds at a particular depot to all other 
consignees of the purchase order to create awareness on 
the quality of the materials supplied.
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Leveraging of Technology  y

For ensuring transparency in working, the CVC and the 
Vigilance Directorate of Railway Board suggested that various 
measures be initiated to develop transparency of information 
that should be made available on the website of the Railways. 
It has been decided that Application forms/Proforma and laws, 
rules and procedures governing Leveraging Technology should 
be posted on the website on the following details:

Registration of contractors, suppliers, vendors for  �
expenditure contracts for which registered/approved list 
is maintained.

Registration of contractors for earning contracts for which  �
registered/approved list is maintained.

Registration of firms Trade group wise and category  �
wise in respect of procurement to be done by Stores 
Department.

Registration of firms/Hospitals for medical supplies/ �
Health care.

Renewal of registration/re-registration in respect of items  �
(i) to (iv) above.

Approval of vendors by RDSO (both as Part I or Part  �
Il source) along with Directorate Operating Procedure 
(DOP) and Schedule of Technical Requirement (STR). 
Similar action should be taken by CORE, DLW, CLW, 
ICF, RCF for approving sources for the items allotted to 
them.

Renewal of approval of vendors by RDSO (both Part I  �
& Part II sources) by RDSO, CORE, DLW, CLW, ICF & 
RCF.

Licenses of RTSAs & CBAs. �

PCO booth licenses. �

Commercial plots. �

Stacking permission. �

Leasing for Food Plazas. �

‘Pay and use’ toilet licenses. �

Parcel handling & transshipment licenses. �

Registration of indents and allotment of rakes. �

Tourist car, coach and train booking. �
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Application forms for claims compensation. �

Application forms for Refund of freight & fare. �

Waival of Demurrage and wharfage. �

Appointments as consultant Doctors on contract & its  �
renewal. Appointments against Cultural quota, Sports 
quota, Handicap quota and Scouts & Guides quota. 
Vacancies/examination dates for these should also be on 
the websites.

Cases requiring appointments on compassionate grounds. �

Status of all bill payments to contractors/suppliers etc. �

Recruitment by Railway Recruitment Boards and RPF/ �
RPSF.

Electrical and S&T Departments

During the course of investigation on account of 
material of scrapped items particularly copper/brass (non 
ferrous) and ferrous items being used in the maintenance /
remodeling of OHE, Vigilance Directorate had pointed out 
that different units of measurements are being adopted at 
the time of receiving the released material from the site after 
undertaking maintenance/remodeling of OHE resulting into 
wrong accountal. Accordingly, instructions have been issued 
vide Railway Board’s letter No.2012/Elect. (G)/180/2 dated 
02.01.2013 to streamline the procedure for efficient and 
speedy disposal of scrap particularly copper/brass and non 
ferrous items used in maintenance/ remodeling of OHE. It 
was advised to ensure that uniform units of measurements are 
adopted for all OHE components including contract/catenary/
feeder/dropper wire at the time of receiving the new/scrapped/
reusable items from the field after maintenance /remodeling 
of OHE.

Mechanical Department

During a check conducted in a train in a zonal railway, 
it was noticed that bedroll supply contract staff was carrying 
a travel authority which did not contain date of issue, train 
number and validity period. Further checks revealed that all 
the duty passes issued to a specific contractor was not having 
mention about the train number because the contract covered 
large number of trains. As a remedial measure, following system 
improvement was issued:-
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The SSE /C&W/Platform who is in-charge of linen  y
management will issue a work order for each train 
indicating the train number and date of departure, 
(including train numbrs. in the rake link if any) duly 
incorporating all the names and ID card numbers of the 
contract staff reported at the originating station to work 
on that particular train/rake link.

In the photo identity card issued by the Contractor, the  y
Depot Officer may certify that “The holder of this card, 
on possession of a work order issued by SSE/Platform, is 
entitled to board and travel for the purpose of distribution 
of bedrolls in train number indicated in the said work 
order”.

Participative Vigilance:

Vig Eye: Considerable importance has been laid on  y
exhorting citizens to make use of the ‘Vig Eye’ facility set 
up by the Central Vigilance Commission and 24 hour 
vigilance helpline of the Railways. 

Vigilance Awareness Week is celebrated every year  y
during the first week of November to educate the 
general public regarding the facilities available in 
the department and also ways and means to lodge 
complaints. 

Mobile Helpline: For the convenience of railway passengers,  y
initiative of ‘Mobile Helpline’ has been introduced during 
2006. Vigilance officials are always available 24x7 on the 
Mobile Helpline No.155210 on which traveling passengers 
can lodge their complaints of bribery/corruption against 
railwaymen. Wherever possible, action is taken on real 
time basis for redressal of their grievances. 

Special effort for counseling: Organizing courses and  y
seminars for the Officers at the Zonal/Divisional level and 
imparting training on vigilance procedures/Discipline and 
Appeal Rules.

 IRVINS: Indian Railway Vigilance Information System  y
(IRVINS) has been developed and it replaced the existing 
VSS system. The new system will integrate all the units of 
IR under one umbrella and provide seamless transition of 
information on status of each case.
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Vigilance Workshops: A two day Conference of SDGMs/ y
CVOs of all Zonal Railways/Production Units was held on 
28th and 29th September, 2012 at Northern Railway HQ, 
Baroda House, New Delhi.

Training: Two five day training courses were conducted  y
for untrained Vigilance Inspectors of Zonal Railways, 
Production Units & Investigating Inspectors of Railway 
Board from 16th April, 2012 to 20th April, 2012 for Traffic 
stream and from 23rd April, 2012 to 27th April, 2012 for 
other than Traffic stream at Diesel Simulator Training 
School, Northern Railway, Tughalakabad. 

Regional Conferences: With a view to bring down the  y
pendency of departmental cases, a new system of 
review by Board Vigilance has been initiated. Review 
meetings at one place with 5-6 Railway Zones in a group 
have been conducted covering all the Zones/Production 
Units.

Punitive Vigilance

A comparative statement of the complaints investigated, 
preventive checks carried out and officials taken up during the 
years (period) April 2011-March 2012 and April 2012 to March 
2013 is as under:

Activity April 2011- 
March 2012

April 2012-
March 2013

Number of complaints investigated. 2,134 2,492

Number of preventive checks conducted. 25,277 24,327

Number of officials taken up under D&AR 7,568 6,750

Proactive Vigilance

Analyze property return: Annual property returns are  y
obtained from Officers and at least 20% APRs of officers 
are scrutinized every year and a report is sent to the Central 
Vigilance Commission.

Complaints received either through the MPs/MLAs, CVC,  y
general public etc. are acted upon at the earliest and taken 
to its logical conclusion.

Implementation of rotational transfers of officials posted  y
on sensitive seats to prevent the staff from developing 
unholy nexus.

Toy Trains manufactured at Mysore 
Workshop  running in Children Parks 
of many States including National Rail 
Museum, New Delhi


